INTERNATIONAL 470 CLASS ASSOCIATION
The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1st March 2003.

Rule 26.2 Propulsion
Amendment: In the second sentence delete "12 knots" and insert the following: "10 knots"

Rule 26.2
Amendment: Delete all references to "pumping flag" and insert the following: "yellow flag"

Rule 26.2
Amendment: Add at the end of the current rule:
"During the race, if the constant wind speed drops down below 10 knots the Race Committee may decide to put back in force RRS 42 (with the alteration of rule 26.1).
If so decided, RRS 42 (with the alteration of rule 26.1) will apply from the mark where a Race Committee boat close to this mark has displayed the international code flag "R" with the yellow flag, and until a yellow flag is displayed alone by a Race Committee boat close to any further mark, and so on (Alteration to RRS Race Signals).
At each mark where such a visual signal is made, the Race Committee mark boat will call competitors attention by frequent short sound signals."

Note: Amended 17th January 2003.